What is your Organizational Theory of Change?
Partnership for Working Families
Vibrant feminist racial justice centered and environmentally
harmonious and economically just metropolitan
regions. Build the power of low income
communities of color through strengthening
civic and community organizations in
permanent coalitions which take
power in cities and build state power,
who campaign and fight corporate interests.

350.org
Working to guarantee a safe, livable, climate and equitable future for everyone.
In the U.S. looking to play our role in building a multiracial/cross class movement
to force a Just Transition by holding the fossil fuels accountable towards an
equitable future powered by 100% renewable energy.
Part of a broader multi-sector systemic package
like Green New Deal distributed. People power
distributed to change what’s physically possible.
Shared purpose, shared demands, shared narrative and distributed scale.

Just Associates (JASS)
Political Research Associates
Polyamorous Research Organization:
in search of just, inclusive, feminist,
multiracial democracy
Blocking right wing and authoritarian
movements, creating the space to build
just democracy. Research and strategy
as a catalyst for more effective organizing.

Voice, visible, collective power on
front lines of the crises.
Women leadership and feminist
perspective in broad based deeply
democratic movements for freedom
of expression, safety and live in
connection with each other and the
planet.
How: Leadership, political-education cross movement and cross regional louder, safer, understanding and security, self defense.

Jobs with Justice
We are in search of power for
working people, in a just and
dignified economy.
How it happens is new forms of
Bargaining. People closest to the
problem negotiate with real decision
makers for wins that are enforceable
and build long term power.

Native Organizers Alliance
Organizing clusters of Native organizing.
Leadership in key centers of Indian
Country for transformational social
change and realization of sovereignty.
Tribal, spiritual, traditional grassroots.
Grassroots are the heart and soul of
social change if organized strategies
rooted in traditional indigenous
knowledge.

Asian Pacific Environmental Network
In search of: feminist regenerative economy that
includes governance, solutions and authenticity.
In search of all people who have the right to a
clean and healthy and just environment where
they live, work, play and pray.
Leadership of Asian American immigrants and
refugees. Just Transition and power
building through:
1. Base building and leadership development
2. Electoral Organizing
3. Policy work at many levels
4. Alliance building

Family Values at Work
Women at the frontlines of crises.
Collective self defense.
In search of: transforming our
network.
Leadership and bolder
vision connected; movement.
Get with WOC + QTPOC
led networks to imagine and
build our practice different

Labor Network for Sustainability
Labor movement in the U.S. leading
force in confronting the climate crisis
Bottom up organizing within labor,
education of greens and others
about labor.

Main Street Alliance
To undermine the right wing biz industrial complex and create a
powerful small constituency that’s aligned with our movements.
Outreach. Leadership Development. Organizing. Storytelling.
Campaigning.

Win Without War
In search of a more peaceful, progressive foreign
policy for the United States.
By: supporting, leading and enabling creative
campaigning. Shattering the artificial domestic
foreign divide. Creating political space and
connections for significant shifts.

Alliance for Just Society
In search of: An interrogation, and update of re-grounding in
community organizing practice. A robust notion of “public” and return
of resources and power to people - defined by our communities.
Training education, campaigns, action, idea leadership to advance,
evolve the craft of community organizing and to create an individual
and actual shift of public good/commons.

Social Transformation Project
The collective to realize systemic change and shape the future.
New forms of strategic practices and scaffolding for
collaborative leadership, long term thinking and aligned action

